
How many gifts would you receive if you received all of the gifts in the song "The Twelve Days of
Christmas?"

This trivia game is a great mixer for holiday parties of all ages and generations!  Play as teams or individually. 
 Make sure you prepare fun prizes for the winners!   (Do a Google search for the answers.)
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In the movie "The Elf," what are the four food groups that the elves try to stick to?

What is the name of the rabbit in the magic hat in
Frosty the Snowman?

In the movie "A Christmas Story," what was the name of the next door neighbors whose dogs at
the Christmas turkey?

In the TV special "How the Grinch Stole Christmas," what three words best describe the Grinch?

What well-known Christmas carol became the first song ever broadcast from space in 1965?

What Christmas carol does the Peanuts gang sing at the end of "A Charlie Brown Christmas?"

What is the name of the little girl in most
versions of The Nutcracker?

Name the eight reindeer.

What was the name of Rudolph's dog-sled driving friend?

In "The Polar Express" movie, what word does the conductor punch into the ticket of "the
young man with all the questions?"

Which reindeer is Rudolph's dad?

Who said, "God Bless Us, Every One!"?

What are Frosty's first words when he comes to life? @carealestategroup

In "Jingle Bell Rock" everyone is dancing and prancing.  Where do they do it?

In "It's A Wonderful Life," what did Clarence receive for accomplishing his mission?

In "Home Alone," what is the name of the traveling band Kevin's mom travels
with on her way home to Kevin?  What genre of music do they play?

In "The Santa Clause," what do the elfs use to get Santa Claus (Scott Calvin) out of jail?

What beverage does the singer tell the audience to have a cup of in “A Holly Jolly Christmas?”
What tune does Carol Brady lead the carolers in singing during the 1988 “A Very Brady Movie?”


